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'Fashion Soul' is an important aspect of any Soul entry, and Dark Souls 3 is no different. Fortunately, FromSoftware took the Bloodborne approach to armor this time, and, unlike in 1 and 2, the armor in DS3 could not be upgraded. This is great - it left players with more upgraded materials for their
weapons and turned armor into more cosmetic options. Sure, each work has statistics, but at the end of the day it is all about appearance. So join me as we list some of the most interesting armor in Dark Souls 3! The armor of the knights of Mirrah's mission, this set is for real warriors. Leaving no
weaknesses exposed, the Mirrah chain creates a mysterious, frightening vibe. Combined with insym senseless, deep eyes etched into a steel mask, this set gives anyone who does not feel remorse. How to get: On the Irithyll Bridge, after defeating the invading Creighton outside the Yorshka church. The
unsymed king's outfit itself, the dragonscale set consists of layers of fabric and heavy scales, almost saint-like. The weary appearance of this set evokes memories of an ancient line line, which has long fallen from grace and is forced to adapt to the end times, or perish. The distinctive chest is an excellent
bulky piece that fits into many of the game's heavy armor, complete with ornate gold details and a thick scarf covering the bottom of the face. How to get: Buy from the temple maid in Firelink after killing the anonymous king. This set is a wonderful silver ebony armor, worn by dragon-obsessed drakeblood
knights. The details in this set are beautiful and uniquely combined with a lot of different dark armor. It slimming surprisingly on a character, especially a helmet, so prefers to be combined with smaller weapons unless you want to look a bit dwarf. How to get: Found behind oceiros' flames after killing a
drakeblood knight summoned at the top of archdragon. The famous artorias from the first Dark Souls installation, this armor is badass in DS1 and it's as bad as it is now! But on the topic of slimming armor, this set makes you skinny. Like thin twigs - especially legs and head. However, we can ignore that -
because how can the armor of artorias be anything other than great? You may have lost a few pounds of buds, but we still love you! How to get: Buy from the maid who shines in the unexpected grave version of Firelink - after killing the abyss walkrs. Did anyone say the key? I don't know what these DS3
people are on, but I have to get their recipes. This armor, like the last 2, makes you super thin and likely the smallest helmet in the game. However, it looks great, with its amazing layered legs and poncho chainmail. It has is uniquely mixed and combined with a variety of other dark armor and is a welcome
addition to the fashion soul wardrobe! How to get: Found in bug-filled catacombs in DLC world paint. Another classic DS1, eastern armor is a fan back favorite! And little has been changed in its design, which still has an astonishingly ornate red and yellow breast piece with its lion pauldron. Personally, I've
never been overs sold on helmets or gloves, and supported this armor for mixed sets. How to get: Buy from the temple maid in Firelink after giving her Easterner's ashes from Irithyll. Alva's is my favorite set in DS2, and it continues the trend of looking great here. With bulky steel plates partly covered in
long-standing crimson fabric, the set looks like it came from a knight who had been around the building a few times. Belts and bags reinforce this - bringing the appearance of a prepared warrior with the answer to any scenario. Each part of this armor looks great and fits a lot of sets of mixtures! How to
get: In a cell near Karla in the Irithyll dungeon, after defeating the invading Alva. Gundyr's is a brutal-looking set forged from solid cast iron. Showing signs of age and wear, this set gives the feel of a war-savvy boxer who knows his way around a battle. The sheer size and presence of Gundyr's armor is
perfect to combine with heavy weapons such as hammers and axes, giving you the aesthetics of a real executioner. It was also a nice nod to the old king Doran from Demon Souls! How to get: Buy it from the temple maid in Firelink after defeating champion Gundyr. For people like me who love
Bloodborne, this set is ideal. With silver masks and dingy hats straight from the streets of Yharnam, Leonhard's set is perfect for dex-based builds that focus on agility and tactics. Black shroud costumes can also be uniquely mixed into sets for a sneaky aesthetic! It also holds a bit of good legend for
Leonhard himself in the form of an object description, sparking a bit of his tragic behind-the-scenes story. How to get it: Buy it from the temple maid in Firelink after killing Leonhard. Since I first saw Hodrick, I've loved his armor. The age-old brass armor wrapped in rags looks incredible, bringing the
appearance of a war-torn seller wandering in the brutal world of Dark Souls. Many players choose to mix helmets with their sets, although it has always been a prominent chest for me! No matter which piece you decide to wear, this set captures the essence of DS3 perfectly - fading, unforgiving and filled
with memories of battle. How to get: Complete Sirris' mission and kill Hodrick - the film will lie on top of his corpse in the hollow hole. It is likely to be quite surprising for some to see this very high on the list. The Fire Witch Set has always been my base for witch/miracle builds using melee. Its additional
panels, methodily covered with beautiful white gold trimming fabric are well suited battles, conveying the elegance that comes with intelligence and faith while still being ready to fight. The gloves are also excellent, with long fingers resembling their claws and wonderfully mixed into the dex builder! How to
get: get: by the fire witch in Irithyll. Speaking of the perfect armor for battles, I think everyone wants to build intelligence after watching this set. The flowing, elegant veil is very unlike anything else in DS3. It is mysterious, mysterious and perfect for characters who use magic. It also boasts great poise for
its weight level, which is extremely effective in PvP! How to get: Buy from temple maids in Firelink after defeating dancers. Back in the early days of Dark Souls 3, everyone used this set. Aesthetically, it's a perfect blend of themes from Dark Souls and Bloodborne, which may be why I love it so much. Its
simple black armor betrays hints of elegant gold inscriptions, and the whole affair is drabbed in muddy fabric, concealing the wearer. Although it can be considered a set of 'noob', there is a great irony when wearing this while destroying your enemies in pvp. How to get: Found in the water right in front of
Farron keeps on the path of sacrifice. The legion of the corpses is the costume of the abyss watcher, speculated to be the apostle of the Artorias. That may be why armor looks great. It is light weight and scattered with glossy steel plates, complete with an excellent faded red robe covered in tassels of the
abyss. If I build dex, you can bet your bottom dollar I'm wearing this set. Even so, I won't be caught dying in that hat - Leonhard's silver mask fits amazingly well with this suit of armor and really completes the look! How to get: Buy from the temple maid in Firelink after defeating the abyss watchers. My
mind was blown away when I saw this drop in the city DLC. In my whole life, the best armor in the whole game is the best armor in the whole game. It is perfectly perfect for building power thanks to its majority, although works well for quality builds using straight swords or greatswords. It takes the best
design elements of a wide range of existing armor sets and then improves them tenfold, giving you the dominance presence of sheer metal and like an indestructable endoskeleton. It is complete with a visage helmet reminiscent of a hammerhead shark, with a bloody red coat explosion. It was really bad,
and no other armor could be at the top of my mind. How to get: Drops from dragonslayer armor in the swamp of the ring city. Dark Souls 3 is a great addition to the long-term franchise. Like other aspects of the game, the armor you will collect for protection has undergon a few changes. Most notably,
armor this time can not be upgraded, and the features set stats like bloodborne items. It is a nice change that gives players a lot of talent so they can focus on their weapons. But more importantly, it gives players a better chance to find an armor that makes them look like a bad guy with the weapon of
their choice. The armor in Dark Souls 3 is extremely diverse in detail and orientation, from the armor plated by the Lothric Knights all the way to the leather costume of everyone's favorite assassin Leonhard. Each set has a slightly different set of resistances - but let's be honest with us here, it's all about
the interface. Here are some of our favorite armor from Dark Souls 3 and where you can find them in the game. Undead Legion SetFeaturing a large pointed tip atop a blend of chainmail, plates and leather, this armor once belonged to one of the Abyss Watchers from Farron's Undead Legion. These
undepest warriors take on the task of protecting against the darkness of the Abyss and will destroy the entire kingdom if they even show the smallest signs of contact. To get this set, you will have to proceed to the Abyss Watchers boss encounter in the game and defeat them. After defeating the boss's
encounter, you can go back to the Shrine Handmaid and buy the whole for 31,000 souls. The Handmaiden Shrine can be found sitting at firelink temple by the fire. Nicholas BashoreI'm one of our favorite characters from Dark Souls 3, Leonhard shows off a set of armor that creates a vibe similar to what
you can find in From Software's Bloodborne. With a special silver mask to cover the burns on his face, Leonhard's outfit was designed to hide his entire body after he suffered severe burns in his youth. Leonhard's set is one of the more difficult to get if you want to complete your mission (which we
recommend doing), although you can immediately kill him for it when you see him appear at the Firelink Temple early in the game. When he dies (via the search line or with your own hands), he will remove his mask and you can buy the rest of himself from the Shrine Handmaid for 10,500 souls. Just like
with the Undead Legion, shrine handmaiden can be found sitting at firelink shrine by the fire. Nicholas BashoreWorn of the legendary Artorias the Abysswalker, Wolf Knight Set is one of the biggest legendary heavy armors in the game. One of Lord Gwyn's four knights, Artorias was sent to stop the
inevitable spread of the abyss as it worked to consume the world that Lord Gwyn was trying to save. While fighting the broken Abyss Artorias, contaminaging your armor with the darkness of Abyss.In to get the Wolf Knight Set, you will have to progress through the game until you reach [King's Garden of
Consumption]( King's+Garden. Completing the area and defeating Oceiros, King consumed to get access to the aisle behind Oceiros. Follow this path until you see a dead end with a chest. Behind the chest is a wall of delusions that you can hit with your sword to pass through, resulting in a secret area
called the Unspecting Grave model from the beginning of the game. Complete this entire area to reach a familiar shrine where you can buy the whole from shrine handmaid for 46,000 souls. However, to the film Now, you must kill Abyss Abyss The Unsymous Graves area is a difficult area filled with black
knights – be careful while making your way to firelink Temple. Nicholas BashoreWorn of Alva the Wayfarer from Dark Souls 2, Alva's armor is a blend of sheets and skin that is greatly trimmed to reduce weight. Alva was a knight who sought many lands to cure Saint Serreta's disease. After learning of his
dedication to the saint, Zullie the witch used tricks and deceptions to try to destroy Alva during his mission, but eventually stood by him throughout his journey. Alva eventually failed in her duties and abandoned her knight in doing so, wandering the lands in search of a new cause. To get the backdrop of
Alva, you'll have to go to the remote Irithyll Fire of boreal Valley. From there there is an immediate right side and go down to the Irithyll Dungeon until you reach a stone bridge - if embers, Alva should invade you here. Kill him and move forward into the dungeon. After proceeding through the area, you will
encounter a large enlarged room filled with prison cells - in this room (as long as you kill Alva as an aggresser), you will see his entire armor lying aside. Be sure to clean the room or go for a quick dash in to pick it up because the enemies in this area will overwhelm you quickly. The room containing Alva's
suit is extremely dangerous. Either run in for the set or delete it before searching. Nicholas BashoreThe brand 'sunbro' armor is back again in Dark Souls 3, bearing the sun-painted symbol on the torso. Worn by Astora's Solaire, an extremely skilled warrior who became Undead so that he could pursue the
quest to find the sun, this armor is a legend in the Dark Souls community quite easily to get in the latest part of the franchise. To collect the whole, you will have to buy tower keys from shrine handmaid for 20,000 souls. Once you have the key, climb the tower behind Firelink Temple and drop off the roof.
In the middle of the roof, you'll find Pickle Pee, a crow looking for rare items in exchange for pieces from his own collection - drop these items to get Armor of the Sun from him: Drop a Siegbräu to get armor of the Sun.Drop a Homeward Bone to get iron bracelets. Drop a seed of a giant plant to get iron
leggings. Drop a lightning can to get Iron Helm.Drop a Medicant's Staff to get Sunlight Shield.Pickle Urination can drop some very valuable items that can only be achieved through trading with him, so be sure to check his drop list. Nicholas Bashore Bashore
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